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Welcome to another great edition of our quarterly newsletter. As
usual it’s packed with articles, suggestions and tips.
Fall is absolutely my favourite time of years in terms of enjoying your
dog. No worries about heat, no mud, no snow just lovely weather
and lots of leaves to play in. It’s the perfect time for walks and for
training. It’s also a good time of year to try out some dog sports like a
trick title, rally-o, or obedience. Why not check out clubs in your area. It is so rewarding for you and your dog. We are lucky to have an excellent committee in
our club with members who train and certify versatility. We are hoping to promote a love
of all dog sports in our newsletters and national and regional events with the help of our
talented members. Enjoy your fall! Go have fun!!

Message From Your Newsletter Chair
Claire Paulson
newsletter@havanesefanciers.com
Another quarter, another issue. Am I the only one who
feels like time is flying by??
I’ve pieced together another issue of HFC’s quarterly
newsletter just in time for Halloween.
We have all our regular features with the exception of
our Vet’s Voice. Tammy, our lovely vet, has been busy
with year end stuff for her clinic, battling COVID and
having to help her senior newf to Rainbow Bridge.
We have some excellent articles this quarter and I truly
thank those who submitted something.
Congratulations to those with new titles and brags. It’s
obvious that club members have been keeping busy
with their Havanese.
Keep up the great work!
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Member Brags!

Havanese on screen!

Melissa Keevil shares that Sonrisas Remington Man
of Steele at Alegria AKA Magic was in a television
commercial. He will also be in a new television
series, but it has not aired yet

Renata McCallum shares that her Havanese boys were
in a small part of the Netflix movie “ Rescued by Ruby”
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Member Brags!

Joy Thibert reports that Sonrisas What A
Kelev’re Boy, AKA Kelev, earned his first

UKC titles at Oxford Dog Sports where he
scored 191 in Obedience and 97 in Rally,
winning High in Trial for Rally!

Rose Kimber shares that FOURTEEN of her dogs earned their NOVICE SPRINTER titles between June and September!
GCH Twinkle’s Eye of the Storm CGN NS
GCH Twinkle’s One of a Kind Ruby Duby Du CGN NS
GCH Twinkle’s Ooh La La Truffles CGN NS
CH Twinkle’s Northern Sunrise CGN NS
CH Twinkle’s Xtreme Flurry CGN NS NTD
CH Twinkle’s Under the Willow CGN NS NTD
CH Twinkle’s Zenful Blossom CGN NS
CH Twinkle’s Luna Amongst the Stars CGN NS

CH Twinkle’s Kahlua Lua CGN NS
CH Twinkle’s Positively Likeable Simon CGN NS
CH Twinkle’s Positively Dreamy CGN NS
CH Joyaseda’s Twinkle Crimson Sky CGN NS NTD
Twinkle’s No Ordinary Miracle CGN NS
Almendares Wynter with Twinkle CGN NS
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Trick Time—With Suzanne McKay CTDI, AACE
For our Fall trick, we are looking at the classic trick of Spinning in Circles. It’s fun, simple to teach, quick for
most dog to learn, and always cute. Many dogs do this naturally, whether it’s a puppy chasing its tail or a
dog turning in circles before lying down. We are going to build on that by refining the behavior and putting it on cue.
Pay attention when your dog turns around throughout the day and you will quickly see that it’s mostly the
same direction. Just as humans may be right handed or left handed, most dogs have a paw and direction
preference as well. Teaching the trick will be easiest if you start with the direction that your dog does naturally. The verbal cue most commonly used is SPIN for a counter clockwise turn and TWIST for a clockwise
turn.
Spin: Hold a treat in your right hand and take it to the dog’s nose to get his attention. Move your hand in
a wide slow circle counterclockwise. Say SPIN as the dog turns. Release the treat when you’ve come full
circle. As you go along, gradually tighten the circle and speed it up. After several repetitions, discontinue
the hand-held treat, and have the dog simply follow your hand movement. Reward at the end. Over a
number of sessions, reduce your hand motion to a three-quarter circle, then a half circle, then a quarter
circle, until it’s just a flick of your hand. This will become the hand signal.
Twist: Once your dog is proficient in the first direction, it’s time to try it the other way. The progressions
will be the same while using the Left hand for the hand motions. For the clockwise direction, I use TWIST
as my verbal cue. Don’t be surprised if your dog stutters and stalls at first, it can be quite a bit more difficult going in the non-dominant direction. You may need to spend extra time on the early steps and likely
need many more repetitions. Keep practicing and you'll get there. Many dogs can become quite good in
both directions.
Aside from being cute, Spin has the benefit of building coordination, being a good stretching exercise,
and promoting flexibility too. Give it a try and have
some fun. If you’d like to see an active session of the
training, you can check out our Trick Time video tutorial. https://youtu.be/gIkJIeo7m3M
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Halloween Hype
TIPS FOR KEEPING YOUR HAVANESE SAFE ON HALLOWEEN


Make sure they get some exercise during the day or before the trick or treating starts



Leave them at home while you go trick or treating.



If your job is to hand out candy, then keep your Havanese in your bedroom with the TV or radio on,
crated beside your or on a leash if they’re not crate trained. Give them a stuffed KONG or bully stick
to chew on to keep them distracted from noises.



Keep a baby gate or expen across the doorway or entry way of your door to prevent door dashing.



Keep candy and treats away from your dog. Many foods such as chocolate, gum and artificial sweetener, commonly called Xylitol, are poisonous to your dog.



Keep your Jack o’lantern elevated and away from your Havanese. Use a glow stick or electric candle
to light it.



Use common sense with costumes. Consider your dog’s personality. Some dogs may be okay with a
costume, but be sure they can still move and that they don’t overheat. If your Havanese doesn’t like
costumes, consider a bandana or festive collar instead.
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Havi Halloween!
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A must Hav’ for all Havanese breeders, lovers, and judges

Multi award winning publication. This illustrated standard is a
companion to the official Canadian Kennel Club breed standard. Get to
know the breed from inside out and understand the defining traits and
subtle differences that make a Havanese a unique member of the toy
group.

To order your copy, email
book@havanesefanciers.com
Free copy for all Canadian All-breed judges, toy group judges, and toy permit
judges as well as those studying for toy group accreditation
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In Stock and Ready to Ship!
We have just completed the 12th printing of our best
selling grooming book!

- An in-depth and detailed book about
grooming long-haired dogs.
- Over 200 pages full of tips, tricks and
techniques for keeping your pet looking
good
-A wealth of experience that our long
time owners, breeders, and groomers
have to offer and keep your dog looking
great!
- Not only for Havanese. From Nose to
Tail is also perfect for other long haired
breeds.
- Fully Illustrated in colour with over 300
photos and diagrams.
- Spiral bound format for easy reference

Only $24.95 plus S/H
To order, send an email to: book@havanesefanciers.com
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OPINION: Why I will never live without a dog again

E

veryone must take a summer break from
the relentless negativity of the news,
which unfortunately reflects the relentless
negativity of reality. So let me introduce
you to Jack.

brute creation will then, undoubtedly, be restored, not only to the vigour, strength and
swiftness which they had at their creation, but to
a far higher degree of each than they ever enjoyed.”

Jack is a puppy I picked up last week, eight
months after the death of my much-loved
Havanese, Latte. As soon as I brought Jack
home — a powder puff of black and white, curvetting in the grass, all fluff and playful fury — I
was reminded of the quandary and question
that greets dog owners: Why do we take new
dogs into our lives, knowing we will be decimated by their deaths?

For most of my life, I lived in dogless ignorance
and would have mocked such sentiments. (It is
so typical of Homo sapiens to regard heaven as
their own exclusive club.) I now hope that crossspecies friendships of such intensity do not end
in permanent partings. Everything truly good in
life must leave some eternal imprint. Or
pawprint. When I am not crying in my sleep, I
now feel such gratitude for an animal willing to
comfort another animal during some of the
most trying days of his life. All without expectation of reward — except the occasional dried
pig’s ear.

I grieved hard for my Latte, who was the dog
equivalent of St. Francis of Assisi — a little hairy
mammal (Latte, not Francis) who radiated universal benevolence. She was a consoling, healing presence during the worst of my struggles
against depression and cancer. In a very real
sense, Latte was a better person than I am — a
daily practitioner of the hardest parts of the Sermon on the Mount. She was meek, merciful
(except to those godless squirrels), peaceable
and pure of heart. At her departure, I was the
one who mourned.

In human relationships, the transforming presence of love is worth the inevitability of grief.
Can dogs really love? Science might deny that
the species possesses such complex emotions.
But I know dogs can act in a loving fashion and
provide love’s consolations. Which is all we really know about what hairless apes can manage in
the love department as well.

I can still feel the ache at night. Not long ago,
my wife told me I had been crying in my sleep. I
don’t usually recall my dreams. But in this case I
remembered dreaming about the last time I saw
Latte, after she was taken out of my arms to be
euthanized at the veterinary hospital. She lifted
her head and looked back me with her large,
sad eyes. And then one of the most steadfast,
lavish, uncomplicated sources of affection in my
life was gone. (Even now I can hardly write the
words.) She died, aptly, of an enlarged heart.
The 18th-century evangelist John Wesley gave a
sermon, “The General Deliverance,” on the survival of animals in the afterlife — a very English
line of theological argument. (Many Brits regard
the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show as a
preview of heaven.) The Creator, said Wesley,
“saw, with unspeakable pleasure, the order, the
beauty, the harmony, of all the creatures.” Wesley believed that during the end-time renewal of
the world (a basic Christian doctrine), the “whole
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By Michael Gerson, Columnist for The Washington Post
So I — who once saw dogs as
dirty and dangerous — am
resolved to never live without
one again. This led to the gift
from my kind wife of Jack, the
Havanese fuzz ball. After my
dreary brushes with mortality,
I needed new life in my life.
And Jack is the bouncy incarnation of innocent joy. Waking up on the day of his arrival was like Christmas when I
was nine.
On brief acquaintance, Jack is
the best dog in the universe.
During his first night with us,
he slept for eight hours in the
crate in our bedroom. There
were a few bleats of homesick
protest, but they were quickly stilled by my
voice, by his knowing I was near. Why would a
puppy just torn from his home, his litter and his
parents place immediate faith in us? This is one
thing that makes the abuse of such animals so
monstrous. It is not only the expression of the
human capacity for sick cruelty; it is the violation of a trust so generously given.

Michael Gerson and Latte

There is an obstacle in training Havanese dogs.
When you try to instill discipline, they employ a
thermonuclear cuteness that melts all intentions of firmness. But what other object can you
bring into your home that makes you smile
every time you see it? Jack is a living, yipping,
randomly peeing antidepressant. He improves
the mental health of all who encounter him.
Why do we take in new dogs? Because their joy
for living renews our own.
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Book Review
“Tails Don’t Lie” - By Adrian Raeside
This Canadian author has compiled his ten year span of
editorial cartoons and his comic strip, “The Other Coast”,
into two volumes of hilarious insight into a dog’s life. In
Adrian Raeside’s world, “every dog is a philosopher with a
wry wit and rich inner life”. Every page will leave you
howling with laughter and begging for more.
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In the Kitchen: Peanut Butter Pumpkin Treats
2 ½ cups whole wheat flour
2 large eggs
½ cup canned pumpkin
2 tablespoons peanut butter

½ teaspoon salt
½ teaspoon ground cinnamon

1 teaspoon water, or more if necessary (Optional)
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F
Combine flour, eggs, pumpkin, peanut butter, salt, and cinnamon in a bowl; stir until combined.
Transfer mixture to work surface and work it with your hands until mixture starts to come
together. Ass 1 tsp water at a time (only if needed), to help make the dough workable,
but don’t add too much as it should be dry and stiff.

Roll the dough to a thickness of about 1/2 inch. Cut into 1/2 inch pieces and transfer to a
baking sheet.
Bake in preheated over until gold brown and crunchy, about 40 minutes
Let cool completely before serving to your dog.
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Impulse and Self Control in Dogs: The Basics

D

ogs don’t come pre-programed with impulse
control. It’s simply not something that is naturally part of their behavioral repertoire, nor is
it something that they learn from mom.
Instead, impulse control is something humans must
teach their four-footers. It is a life skill every dog needs
to learn.
But don’t worry! We’ll help you do exactly that — and
it’s not a particularly difficult skill to teach, either. In
fact, you can teach your dog to have better impulse control by playing games.
Some of the most helpful impulse control games for dogs
are outlined below, but first, let’s take a step back and
discuss what we mean by impulse control.
What Does “Impulse Control” Mean?
Impulsivity is acting on a whim with little forethought or
consideration of the consequences.
Lack of impulse control in humans can have detrimental
effects, such as gambling or drug abuse. But in
dogs, impulsivity often results in behaviors like running
out an open door anytime they get the chance or stealing food from the counter (“counter surfing”).

Dogs have many strengths far beyond our scope of perception, but they don’t have forethought or selfreflection like people do. Dogs are opportunists,
and they do what works best for them in the moment.
But we can teach our dogs that certain situations require
them to wait and be patient.
For example, we can teach our dogs to wait politely at
the door, we can train them to wait patiently for their
dinner, or we can teach them to greet their friends in a
calm manner and not jump on guests.
These lessons will not only help your dog learn some
manners, but they can also help to keep your pooch safe.
Signs Your Dog Needs to Work on Impulse Control :
Impulse control is something that should be taught to all
puppies. All dogs will benefit from learning to control
their urges.
That said, some dogs certainly need impulse control
training more than others.
It’s probably a good idea to teach your dog a few impulse
control games if she:

- Hardly waits until the car door is open before rushing
to exit
- Pulls on his leash
- Runs to greet people and other animals at full speed
- Snatches treats from your hands or the floor
- Puts everything she sees in his mouth
- Jumps on people
- Chases cats or other animals
There are several dog impulse control games and self
control exercises you can do with your dog. Teaching
impulse control can be fun and it is a great way to bond
with your Havanese.
You can pick whichever game seems best for you and
your pet, but I recommend trying several to help drive
the lessons home.
“It’s Yer Choice” is a game designed to teach your
Havanese that in order to get what he wants, he must
first do what you want.
GAME #1: IT’S YER CHOICE
This game is based around something known as
the Premack Principle. In a nutshell, the idea is that a
dog will perform a less desirable behavior for the chance
to do a more desirable behavior.
It’s the “If you eat your vegetables, then you can have
dessert” of dog training!
For example, if a dog gets overly excited and barky when
it’s time to exit his crate, you could teach him that if he
remains quiet (something he doesn’t particularly want to
do), the crate door will open so he can run free
(something he wants very much).
Keep in mind, the Premack Principle is not ideal for stopping behaviors that are never acceptable. For example,
my pup would really love to tug on shirt sleeves — but
this is obviously not acceptable behavior.
So, I will not reward his calm behavior by allowing him to
grab onto my sleeve and have a good tug! I’d instead use
treats to handle this type of situation.
Here are two ways you can use the Premack Principle to
teach your pup impulse control:

-Charges the front door
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1. Food in Your Hand
Start by holding several treats in your hand. Close your
fingers and present your treat-filled hand at his nose level (or a bit higher to start).
Let your pooch sniff your hand so he knows treats are
inside. Ignore any interaction he makes with your hand
such as pawing, licking, nipping and chewing.
As soon as he gets bored and stops interacting with your
hand, start to open it.
When he sees your hand opening and returns to investigate, quickly shut your hand closed again.
Repeat this step until he is deliberately staying away
from your hand while the treat is sitting on your open
palm.
Once he can observe the treat in your open hand and
not dive for it, you can reward him by using your other
hand to reach over and lift the treat from your open
palm, and then feed it to him.
Continue the game until all the food in your hand is
gone. As he progresses, you can make the game a bit
harder by delaying the rewards, which is essentially asking him to demonstrate more self-control.

Your dog will soon associate sitting and being patient
with the opportunity to have fun and engage in enjoyable activities afterward.
This is personally not my favorite choice of games as it is
quite restrictive, and I don’t necessarily require my dog
to sit for everything.
For starters, “Sit” isn’t an ideal task for all dogs. Some
dogs actually find it difficult or uncomfortable.
I also like to allow for choice. My dog, Bizzy, prefers to lie
down rather than sit. It doesn’t matter to me what body
position she chooses, I am simply looking for her to
choose polite, calm behaviors and to demonstrate selfcontrol. However, it is an undeniably useful focus game
for some dogs.
This is also a great way to start rewarding your dog with
things other than food. Instead of food being the primary
reward, getting to go through the open door, get into the
car, or play tug with you are the rewards!

2. Food (or Toy) on the Floor
Once the dog has mastered the game with food in your
hand, you can move the food to the floor in order to increase the difficulty of this dog self control exercise.
The same steps apply as when the food was in your
hand, but in this case, just place a few pieces of kibble on
the floor and cover them with your hand or your foot.
If your dog tries to advance toward the food, cover it
back up. Only allow him to enjoy the kibble once he’s
patiently waiting for your permission (“Okay!”).
GAME 2: LEARN TO EARN:
In this Learn to Earn program, (aka, Nothing in Life is
Free), your dog will learn to earn everything he wants by
sitting politely.
This program works by teaching your pup that the only
way to earn rewards is to automatically say “please” by
sitting.
This can be a useful tool to teach your dog that before he
gets anything he finds rewarding, he must sit.
This means he must sit before walks, he must sit before
you start playing, and he must first sit to get in or out of
the car — whatever gets his motor revving.
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GAME 3: WAIT FOR YOUR MEAL
If your dog dives nose first into his food bowl and is
done eating before you even stand up again, teaching
your dog to wait for his dinner is a great idea.
You could use a slow feeder bowl to make your
Havanese take her time, but with this game, you can get
your dog to slow down around eating time as well as
teach impulse control.
Follow these steps to teach you pup to wait politely for
his meals:
1. Start with his food bowl in your hand.
Hold the food bowl off to one side at about hip height or
a little higher. Tell your dog “Wait!” as you lower the
bowl slowly in small increments (this could be as little as
an inch or less to begin).

5. Once he has mastered step four, teach him a release
cue.
Now, he’ll need to wait patiently until you give him the
go-ahead to eat. Instead of giving him a piece of kibble,
his reward for waiting is dinner!
After he’s waited patiently for a moment or two, tell him
“Okay!” and let him enjoy the rest of his meal at will.
This is a great dog self-control exercise that shows your
pooch that awesome things happen when he can control
himself!

Impulse control is the foundation for good manners. It
helps our dogs to better navigate this human-centric
world and it can also provide your dog with more freedoms.

Take a piece of kibble treat out of the food bowl and
feed it to him for waiting patiently and remaining still
not moving every time you lower the bowl.
It doesn’t matter what body position he chooses to wait
in; the important thing is that he stays put and doesn’t
advance towards the bowl as you lower it. Repeat this
step several times.
If he moves toward the dish more than once, you have
advanced too quickly. If this happens, raise the bowl
back up to make it easier for him to succeed and try
again. Just be sure to move the bowl down gradually.
2. Once the bowl reaches the floor, reward him by giving
him a piece of kibble.
Once you reward him, pick the food bowl back up immediately. Repeat this process several times to drive the
lesson home.
3. Once he is successful with step two, start to leave the
bowl on the floor longer before you reward him.
Try leaving the bowl on the ground for a second or two
before offering a reward.
If he waits patiently, give him a treat, pick up the bowl,
and repeat the process several more times.
4. Increase the length of time he must wait and add distractions.
For example, instead of hovering over the bowl while
making him wait, you can begin to stand up and step
away momentarily before giving him a treat.
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REGIONAL SPECIALTY RESULTS—September 17, 2022
BEST OF BREED:
Ch Weylinmarsh's Thyme After Time
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX:
Pocopayasos Lucky Charm
BEST OF WINNERS:
Pocopayasos Lucky Charm
BEST PUPPY IN BREED:
Ch Weylinmarsh's Thyme After Time
SELECT BITCH:
GCh Delsols Jazz It Up At Weatherford
WINNERS DOG:
GCh Delsols Jazz It Up At Weatherford
RESERVE WINNERS DOG:
Pocopayasos Some Like It Hot
JUNIOR PUPPY DOG:
First: Pocopayasos Lucky Charm
BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG
First: Pocopayasos Some Like It Hot

WINNERS BITCH:
Willowgates Whole Lotta Love
JUNIOR PUPPY BITCH:
First: Willowgates Whole Lotta Love
4-6 MONTH BITCH CLASS
Delsols Rizen From The Ashes
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SPRINTERS—The Hundred Meter Dash for Dogs

S

Then points are calculated with a formula using
printer is a fun event where dogs run a the KPH multiplied by the handicap value.
100 meter-dash while chasing a lure and Titles are awarded by the dog accumulating a
minimal advance training is needed to given number of points.
participate. Having a recall on the dogs
certainly helps. Dogs and owners should be in
good health and physical condition prior to en- Taken from CKC Sprinter Rules & Regulations
tering a trial.
effective Jan. 1st, 2020
Dogs who are confident often adapt quickly to https://www.ckc.ca/en/Files/Forms/Showsthe course and the noise/movement of the lure Trials/Event-Rules-Regulations/Sprinter-Rulesoperation. Owners need to be prepared for and- Regulations-Effective-January-1
the unpredictable elements of weather and to
7.2 Earning Points
do lots of walking!!
Entries for Sprinter events are generally done in
advance of a trial and are often limited. As
Sprinter is becoming increasingly popular, many
trials fill up very quickly. Dogs need to be a
minimum of one year old to participate and females in season are not allowed to participate.

7.2.1 The dog’s time to complete the 100 meter
dash is converted into KPHs. The formula to
complete this calculation is 360 divided by the
dog’s time over 100 meters. This calculation
should be rounded to two decimal places.

vidually. Two people are needed to participate.
One person is the “Releaser” who holds the
dog at the starting line. The second person is
the “Catcher” who calls out to the dog at the
end of the 100 meter course.

Titles are earned by accumulating points. The
following titles will be awarded:

7.2.2 A handicap system is applied to a dog’s
Before running in an event, each dog is inspect- KPH to determine the number of points earned.
ed for fitness and potential lameness prior to The handicap system is based on the height of
participation. Some clubs will do 1-2 runs per the dog at its withers:
day, while others group together with a second (a) 18”or greater = handicap is 1.25.
club so they can have 2-4 runs per day. If there
are multiple runs in a day, the dogs are re- (b) 12” up to less than 18” = handicap is 1.5.
checked
after
doing
each
run (c) Below 12” = handicap is 2.0. 7.2.3 Points =
and before they are allowed to continue with KPH multiplied by the dog’s handicap.
the next run. Dogs showing any lameness, or
any health concerns, are excused from partici- For example 20 KPH x 1.5 = 30 points. Round
off points to the nearest whole number.
pation.
During the trial, each dog runs the course indi- 7.3 Titles
7.3.1 Novice Sprinter (NS) = 150 points; 7.3.2
Sprinter (S) = 500 points; 7.3.3 Advanced
Sprinter (AS) = 1,000 points; 7.3.4 Sprinter ExIt is a requirement that the lure (on a wire loop) cellent (SX) = 1,500 points; and 7.3.5 SX folis run in front of the dog during its run. Some lowed by a number (e.g. SX2) for every addidogs love to chase it down, while for others it’s tional 500 points.
really more about running to their beloved
“Catcher” at the end of the course.
The run is timed from start to finish, and the
length of time taken gets converted into kilometers per hour (KPH). There is a calculated
handicap value assigned based on the height of
the dog running - for Havanese the value is 2.
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Submitted by Rose Kimber

Twinkle’s No Ordinary Miracle CGN NS - “Mira" shows the length and setup of the course.
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Podcast Picks– Debra Weatherford
What is a podcast?

• Decreased suckling

pod - cast

• Diarrhea

noun

• Nasal discharge

pädˌkast/

1. a digital audio file made available on the Internet for • Conjunctivitis

downloading to a computer or mobile device, typically
available as a series, new installments of which can be re- • Corneal edema
ceived by subscribers automatically.

• Red rash, rarely oral or genital vesicles

Pure Dog Talk #105

• Soft, yellow-green feces

Canine Herpes Virus with Dr. Jean Dodds

• Notable absence of fever

Herpesvirus in Dogs and The Fading Puppy Syn- How to disinfect against CHV?
drome
The virus is weak outside the body, so doesn’t live very
long in a kennel or in a backyard. Any cleaning prodWhat is it?
uct or sunlight will kill it. It doesn't live long like other
Canine herpesvirus is found worldwide in domestic and viruses can in the environment.
wild dogs, but not in other species. It's a common virus and 70 percent of the canine population has CHV. Recommendations
Most will show no symptoms at all unless the immune
Isolate the pregnant mother from all dogs three weeks
system is stressed.
before the litter’s birth to help prevent in utero infection.
The virus has been isolated from dogs with vaginitis, After the litter is born, continue to isolate the puppies
conjunctivitis and respiratory illness. Asymptomatically and the mother for another three weeks to prevent
dogs remain infected and the virus can be excreted for transmission via colostrum or close contact with other
about one week in nasal or genital secre- dogs. Another option is to titer bitches for CHV antibodtions. Reoccurrence may be provoked by stress. Once ies before they are bred.
the virus enters a kennel, it generally spreads and
Herpesvirus survives in low body temperatures and
causes asymptomatic infections. Development of CHV
does not do well in the environment. Whether they're
immunity in the form of neutralizing antibodies is transferred to pups via the placenta and colos- born by C-section or natural, one of the most important
things you can do for the puppies is to keep them
trum. Occasionally, CHV may cause in utero infections
warm. CHV doesn't replicate very well at normal body
that result in the death of fetuses or pups shortly after
temperature. For a dog that's 99 to 101-ish degrees
birth.
Fahrenheit but if it gets below 97, then it can replicate
fast. It will attack the major organs of the body and
Puppies
cause very rapid death within a couple days. It is posCHV infection is generally fatal in neonatal pups (1-4 sible to collect and freeze blood plasma that has antiweeks old) that lack maternal immunity. These pups bodies to CHV that can be administered to puppies if
may be infected during passage through their infected they are affected.
dam’s birth canal or, more commonly, by contact with
nasal secretions of the dam or other dogs in the kennel References:
or home. Infected littermates, or neighbouring dogs http://www.merckvetmanual.com/generalized-conditions/caninethat are shedding virus, also can be sources of infec- herpesviral-infection/overview-of-canine-herpesviral-infection
tion. The incubation period is about 6 – 10 days, and
duration of illness in newborn pups is 1-3 days. As a https://hemopet.imatrixbase.com/clients/14145/documents/
puppy ages, natural resistance to infection and the Blood_Literature/
Treatpuppy’s ability to maintain a higher body temperature ing_Fading_Puppy_Syndrome_or_Orphan_Pups_with_Plasma.
both increase.
pdf?_ga=2.82631830.1896156044.1499878402Symptoms in Puppies
• Lethargy
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Antech News, “ Canine NeoNatal Viral Diseases”, September,
2006.
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Havanese Standings—Courtesy of CanuckDogs.com
CONFORMATION:
1—GChS Mistytrails Wyntr’Elise (F)
2—GChB Oeste’s Askin For Kisses (F)
3—Ch Weylinmarsh's Thyme After Time (F)
4—GChS MistyTrails H'dalgos Chido Wey (M)

5—GChB Ashstone's Mimi Likes To Mambo (F)
6—Ch Pocopayasos Frankly My Dear (M)
7—GCh Delsols Jazz It Up At Weatherford (F)
8—GChB That's Carlosas Solar Flair (M)
9—Askin That Is So Fetch (F)
10—Ch Hearts Delite I Put A Spell On You (F)

RALLY-OBEDIENCE
1—GrCH Hi Stakes Never Kiss N Tell—Owner: Lorraine PURNELL
2—Pocopayasos’ Heavy Duti Bugi—Owner: Lorraine PURNELL
3—Sonrisas I’d Be Jealous Too—Owner: Joan REID
4—RCH Sonrisas Baba O’Riley—Owner: Joan REID
5—AGMChS Fire Jazz And Flame—Owner: Wanda BROWN
6—GCh Yup’s Coal Harbour—Owner: Sabrina LO
7—Amyla’s Miss Elegant Fanciella—Owner: Wanda BROWN

Results taken from CanuckDogs on 2022SEP28
Please note, there are no Obedience standings for our breed
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PRODUCT REVIEW— Virkon Disinfectant Tablets
When I was looking for a surface disinfect to keep my dog room and the rest of the
house clean from viruses and bacteria, I asked my vet what she uses. She uses and
recommends Virkon S.
Virkon is a blend of peroxygen compounds, surfactant, organic acids and inorganic
buffer. It’s recommended for hard surfaces killing over 99% different pathogens including 31 bacterial strains, 58 viruses and 6 fungi with no evidence of resistance. It
eliminates the need to rotate disinfectants. It leaves no sticky residue and has a light
pleasant scent. It’s safe to use in your home, even with very small children around.
I’ve used the Virkon tablets for over 5 years now and did more so during Covid for all
surfaces. It be found at farm supply stores or through Amazon.
My dogs have no preference, but I give it a 10 out of 10.
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TAKE FIVE with Lorraine Purnell
1.

Why did you join the Havanese Fanciers of Canada?

I joined the HFC to meet and learn more about the breed
and what the members do with their dogs. I also have really
great mentors in Paula Martel and Tracy Smith who helped
get me interested in the club.
2.

What is the story behind your kennel name?

N/A
3. To date, what is your proudest accomplishment with
your Havanese?
I have so many proud moments with my Havanese. Proud to
title my dogs to their Grand Championships and other performance titles in various sports. A highlight was at this
year’s HOLA specialty that Bugi won Best of Breed, his
daughter, Jazz, was Best of Opposite Sex, his son, Juan, won
Select Dog and Soleil’s son won Best of Winners. Bugi and
Juan won the Brace class. I am proud of the puppies that my
dogs have produced and very proud of their accomplishments.
4. What concerns do you have, if any, about the future
of our breed?
The concerns I have with the future of the breed would be
people changing the size. These dogs are so balanced and
versatile. I wouldn't want them to change. I love that breeders try to retain their lines and also find other lines that
would compliment their lines.
5. What is your favourite activity to do with your
Havanese?
My favourite activity to do with the Havanese is to do anything that helps me to bond with my dogs. ie tricks and rally
etc.
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MEET THE JUDGE: Raymond Yurick

1. How long have you owned dogs?
I got involved in the sport as a junior handler back in 197879, my family started in Great Pyrenees
2. What breeds have you owned?
My first breed was an Afghan, over the years I have owned
and bred many different breeds. Most commonly known for
Whippets, but have bred Bichon , Poodles and Wire Fox
Terriers.
3. What do you do in your ‘other’ life?
I have been a professional dog groomer for most of my
adult life and was a professional dog handler for 25 years
before becoming a judge.
4. Tell us about the first time you saw a Havanese in your ring?

I’ve only been judging Toys for 4 years now , but in 1996 when they were first recognized by the AKC I was
enchanted by this charming little breed
5. What are the main differences between the first time you judged a Havanese and the most
recent time?
When they were first being established in North America you saw huge variations of size and shape differences and coat type. I just judged a lovely entry recently in Calgary and was pleased to see how this has
changed.
6. What is a pet peeve of yours when judging the Havanese?
Over trimming and over processed coats
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7. Can you offer a piece of advice for those who show Havanese in your ring?
Other than over processing and trimming don’t do it . Your breed standard is very clear on key breed specific
features that make your breed unique unto itself, please continue to respect and adhere to that standard. I
would hate for you to go down the road of generic little fluff balls.
8. Do you feel there is an aspect of the standard that is being forgotten about when you are
judging this breed?

Correct breed specific movement, “The Havanese has a spirited personality and a curious disposi-

tion, and is notable for its springy gait, a characteristic that distinguishes the breed from all
others.”
9. Which do you rely on more, visual or manual evaluation?
I think you can’t evaluate a heavily coated breed without a proper hands on evaluation, even if it is just to
confirm what your eye is already telling you.
10. When you look down a line up of Havanese, what catches your eye?
The correct breed specific OUTLINE set out in the standard , balance , proportion and that “spirited per-

sonality and curious disposition”.
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NEWSLETTER STORIES AND PICTURES CAN BE FORWARDED TO

NEWSLETTER@HAVANESEFANCIERS.COM
Hav News and Views is the official publication of the Havanese Fanciers of Canada. We encourage you to submit any articles that
would be beneficial to the general well being of the breed. We will also accept copyright articles accompanied by permission from
the author. This publication disclaims all responsibility for the opinions of authors expressed in the lined articles. Articles published
are not intended to replace the advice of a veterinarian or professional dog trainer. We reserve the right to edit all submissions for
length. Contributions will become the property of the publication and will be edited as required before printing. Deadline for submissions is two weeks before publication date. Deadlines are: March 31, June 30, September 30, and November 30

